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Welcome to Qatar 

FIFA World Cup 

2022

The World Cup in Qatar will be the most anticipated sporting event in 2022. It will be the first 
time that football's biggest tournament will be held in the Middle East.  From a warm and 
welcoming culture to the spectacular modern skyline, peerless Museum of Islamic Art, vast 
culinary scene, and Qatar’s first UNESCO World Heritage Site at the restored Al Zubarah Fort, 
there are a growing number of interesting things to see and experience.

With just one call to our Experience Specialists, you will get your front row seats to sports history. 
Benefit from our years of research, preparation, and expertise to ensure you get the most 
memorable sports travel experience in Qatar.
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Your Customized Travel 

Experiences May Include:

Optional:  Private Full-Day 
Tour

VIP Airport Meet & 
Greet Baggage Handling

Service

Daily Full Breakfast 
at the Hotel

Optional: Private Event  
Transfers

Optional: Pre/Post Trip  
Extensions

Customized Travel 
Itinerary  & 

Informational Packet

Pre-Trip Planning
Consultation

Special Commemorative
Welcome Pack & Travel  

Essentials

Access to On-site 
Hosts & Concierge 

Service

Standard Deluxe or  
Luxury Hotel  

Accomodations

Private Roundtrip 
Airport Transfer

Reserved Match Tickets
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Ticket Categories

FIFA has designated seating at each stadium into 4 separate seating 
categories (Category 1, 2, 3 and 4), but the position of each category may vary 
by stadium.

Please note that because these designations can be very broad, On Point 
Events has decided to subdivide the seating categories as follows:

“From the start of the planning process to the 
willingness to completely meet our special requests, On 
Point was professional and a pleasure to work with 
throughout. 

T.  Medea –World Cup

Category 1 Generally located in the straight section between the two goal 
lines in the upper or lower level.

Category 2 Generally located in the corners of the stadium, either upper 
or lower level 

Category 3 Generally located on the ends behind the goals, upper or 
lower level.

Category 4 Entry level seating to the event. Generally located behind the 
goals in the upper level.

2

22

2 1

1

4 43 3
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Matches Schedule – Group Stages
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Matches Schedule – Knockout Stages
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Event Map

Eight state-of-the-art stadiums with advanced open-air cooling technology ready for the World Cup 2022

Ras Abu Aboud Education City

Al ThumamaAl Bayt

Lusail Al Janoub

Al Rayyan

Al Thumama

Khalifa International

Al Bayt

Al Rayyan

Lusail

Ras Abu Aboud

Education City

Al Janoub

Khalifa International
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❑ VIP airport meet & greet service and baggage handling

❑ Private round-trip dedicated transfers between airport and hotel (Except for Standard Hotel 
Package)

❑ 7-nights nights hotel accommodations at the property of your choice in Doha

❑ Daily breakfast at your hotel

❑ Explore Qatar with a Private Half Day Tour with Car Service (Except for Standard Hotel Package)

❑ Reserved tickets to TWO Group Stage matches of your choice

❑ Round-trip dedicated transfers between hotel and stadium on match days

❑ Signature welcome pack with Qatar World Cup 2022 commemorative items including travel 
guide, maps and more.

❑ Pre-trip planning services, customized travel itinerary & informational packet

❑ Access to On Point on-site hospitality staff & concierge service throughout your stay

Hotel 
Packages

Room 
Type

7-Nights
11/20-11/27 or
11/27-12/04*

Standard ROH $6,950

Deluxe Superior $10,425

Luxury Deluxe $11,975

Luxury Suite Call for rates

Group Stage Inclusions

8

*All rates are listed per person in USD and are based on double 
occupancy. Single occupancy rate is available. Triple or quad 
occupancy may be available.
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❑ VIP airport meet & greet service and baggage handling

❑ Private round-trip dedicated transfers between airport and hotel (Except for Standard Hotel 
Package)

❑ 7-nights nights hotel accommodations at the property of your choice in Doha

❑ Daily breakfast at your hotel

❑ Explore Qatar with a Private Half Day Tour with Car Service (Except for Standard Hotel Package)

❑ Reserved tickets to ONE Round of 16 and ONE Quarter Final Stage match of your choice

❑ Round-trip dedicated transfers between hotel and stadium on match days

❑ Signature welcome pack with Qatar World Cup 2022 commemorative items including travel 
guide, maps and more.

❑ Pre-trip planning services, customized travel itinerary & informational packet

❑ Access to On Point on-site hospitality staff & concierge service throughout your stay

Hotel 
Packages

Room 
Type

7-Nights
12/04-12/11

Standard ROH $6,650

Deluxe Superior $10,195

Luxury Deluxe $11,675

Luxury Suite Call for rates

Knockout Stage Inclusions

9

*All rates are listed per person in USD and are based on double 
occupancy. Single occupancy rate is available. Triple or quad 
occupancy may be available.
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❑ VIP airport meet & greet service and baggage handling

❑ Private round-trip dedicated transfers between airport and hotel (Except for Standard Hotel 
Package)

❑ 8-nights nights hotel accommodations at the property of your choice in Doha

❑ Daily breakfast at your hotel

❑ Explore Qatar with a Private Half Day Tour with Car Service (Except for Standard Hotel Package)

❑ Reserved tickets to BOTH Semi-Final Stage matches and the Championship Final Match

❑ Round-trip dedicated transfers between hotel and stadium on match days

❑ Signature welcome pack with Qatar World Cup 2022 commemorative items including travel 
guide, maps and more.

❑ Pre-trip planning services, customized travel itinerary & informational packet

❑ Access to On Point on-site hospitality staff & concierge service throughout your stay

Hotel 
Packages

Room 
Type

8-Nights
12/11-12-19

Standard ROH $13,895

Deluxe Superior $18,350

Luxury Deluxe $22,175

Luxury Suite Call for rates

Semi & Final Stage Inclusions

10

*All rates are listed per person in USD and are based on double 
occupancy. Single occupancy rate is available. Triple or quad 
occupancy may be available.
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Corniche Tour

A seven-kilometer long waterfront, palm-fringed promenade which 
stretches for the entire length of Doha Bay, the Corniche offers 
spectacular views of the city, from the dramatic high-rise towers of 
the central business district to the bold shapes of the Museum of 
Islamic Art and traditional wooden sailing vessels lining the bay echo 
Qatar’s great seafaring past. The Corniche provides a green, vehicle-
free pedestrian space in the heart of the capital with cafes, 
restaurants, outdoor exercise facilities, and a running track.

Cultural Tour

Visit the Sheikh Faisal bin Qassim Al Thani Museum to learn about 
the rich cultural and archaeological past and heritage of the Arab 
and Islamic world. From cars to carpets, it has it all.  Afterwards, 
visit Katara Culture Village also named as the Valley of Cultures; step 
back in time to experience the history and heritage of Qatar; a maze 
of tiny, cobbled alleys reminiscent of a medieval souq.  Make your 
way to the Msheireb Museum to learn more about Qatar’s history 
and the start of their oil industry. Next is Al Zubarah, a UNESCO 
World Heritage site.  Finish with a tour of the magnificent Katara
Mosque.

Qatar Experiences
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The Pearl Tour

Known as “The Most Glamorous Address in the Middle East”, the 
Pearl is a man-made island off the West Bay coast featuring 
Mediterranean-style yacht-lined marinas, upmarket residential 
towers, villas and internationally renowned hotels, as well as luxury 
shopping at top brand name boutiques and showrooms.
A popular dining spot with dozens of restaurants, its waterfront 
promenades are lined with cafes and restaurants serving every 
delight.  The Pearl is a popular visitor attraction by virtue of its chic 
elegance, outdoor atmosphere, and al fresco dining. 

Qatar Experiences

Dune Bashing

Your driver and guide will take you south along Qatar’s coast in a 
private climate-controlled 4x4 vehicle. Pass oil fields and towns, then 
head off-road into the deserts that frame Qatar’s border with Saudi 
Arabia. Set off on an exciting dune bash. Carve up huge dunes and slide 
down the sheer drops sideways as your driver deftly spins the wheel. 
Continue across desert to the Khor Al Adaid Inland Sea, a vast expanse 
of turquoise water that forms a natural border with Saudi. Admire this 
stunning UNESCO-listed body of water before traveling to one of just 3 
places in the world where the desert runs into beaches. By the beach 
we’ll have a camp set up with snacks before heading back to Doha. 
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Desert Camel Safari

A camel is considered as an “Old Rolls Royce of the Desert”.  
Experience the mesmerizing golden sand dunes on these gentle 
creatures and take in the beauty on the comfort of a camel.  The 
safari will take you to a Bedouin camp, the early nomad’s camp, 
where you can see how they lived in the desert. At the site, you can 
sip Arabian tea and indulge in fresh dates and shisha while a belly 
dancer gives a private performance. 

Traditional Market Tour

A stroll down the bustling alleys of Souq Waqif provides an authentic 
taste of traditional commerce and culture. The maze of small shops 
offer a dazzling array of Middle Eastern merchandise from spices and 
seasonal delicacies to perfumes, ornate jewelry, clothing, and crafts.
Traditional music, art, and cultural shows add to the ambience of this 
special spot.  Relax and soak up the vitality and atmosphere at one of 
its eclectic mix of great restaurants and cafes which offer traditional 
Qatari food as well as regional dishes and treats from Asia and North 
Africa. 

Qatar Experiences
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Falconry Experience

Falconry is more than just a popular pastime in Qatar – it’s a national 
obsession. The Bedouins (the nomadic people of the Arab desert) 
trained the falcons to hunt other animals in the desert. Learn about the 
art of training falcons to hunt in cooperation with humans.  This 
“falconry experience” is a 5000-year-old tradition, that has spanned 
beyond a means of survival to a sport. 

Camel Racing Rendezvous

Camel racing is a Qatari tradition steeped in history – it’s known as the 
“Sport of Sheikhs”. Traditional as it might be, the sport has changed 
significantly. Jockeys are now tiny humanoid robots dressed up in 
classic racing silks, linked to their trainers by way of a walkie-talkie. 
Trainers drive alongside the oval racetrack in a fleet of white SUVs, 
keeping pace with their animals and an eye on any rogue runners that 
look to be edging towards the front.  Spectators can also get in on the 
thrill, driving alongside the trainers to get the best view of the action as 
the camels pound their gangly legs against the ground in an awkward 
yet enchanting race to the finish.

Qatar Experiences
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• Airport meet and greet upon 

arrival to the Doha Hamad 
International Airport.

• Private transfer to your hotel.

• Meet with your On Point Events 
host to review your personalized 
itinerary, ask questions, or make 
any requests.

• Explore Doha at your leisure.

• Return to your hotel before  
departing for a delicious  
seasonal, water-front dinner on 
The Pearl Island.

Day 1

• Enjoy breakfast at your hotel.

• Full day private cultural tour of 
Doha, visiting the UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, 
magnificent museums, and 
astounding local art galleries.

• Return to hotel, relax, and 
prepare for a nice dinner at a 
local, lavish 5-star dining 
surprise.

Day 2 Day 3

• Ease into the day and enjoy 
breakfast with the Qatari’s.             
Go local - choose from among the 
many local restaurants where 
fabulous food is served.

• Full day private desert safari 
experience.  Prepare to be 
whisked away in a 4WD vehicle 
for a drive across the dunes to 
deliver you to your camel - ride 
through the sand with a stop for 
a VIP desert dining experience 
with belly dancing.

• Return to your hotel, unwind, 
and prepare for another day of 
adventure.

Day 4

• Enjoy breakfast at your hotel.

• Visit a real Falconry – gain insight 
into the training and experience 
firsthand the grace, power, and 
ability of these amazing birds.

• Next stop – stroll through the 
cardamom-scented alleyways of the 
labyrinthine Souq Waqif where 
falcons are a common sight, worn 
on the wrists of young men like 
weighty timepieces: symbols of 
taste, influence, and status.

• For dinner, make your way to 
downtown Doha, the heart of the 
city, for an action-packed evening.

Perfect  

Nights  

in JQatar
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• Game day!

• Enjoy breakfast at your hotel –
fuel up for the fun and 
excitement of the 2022 World 
Cup. 

• Take your private 
transportation to the game 
and make your way to your 
reserved premium seats.   
Settle in and let the games 
begin.

• Return to your hotel. For 
dinner, stroll through Souq 
Waqif for a progressive Middle 
Eastern feast.

Day 5

• Enjoy breakfast at your hotel.

• Today is camel racing day!   
Cheer on your top pick or drive 
alongside with the trainers to 
get the best view of the action. 

• Depart for a delicious  
seasonal dinner at the 
Corniche waterfront 
promenade – explore each 
palm-fringed boulevard and 
the city’s sea-front bistros.

Day 6 Day 7

• Game day!

• Enjoy breakfast at your hotel –
fuel up for the fun and 
excitement of the 2022 World 
Cup. 

• Take your private 
transportation to the game 
and make your way to your 
reserved premium seats.   
Settle in and let the games 
begin.

• Return to your hotel, freshen up, and 
head to the Arts District for dinner 
and spectacular views.

Day 8

• Enjoy breakfast at your hotel.

• Private transfer to Doha’s Hamad 
International Airport.

• Return home.

Sample seven-night itinerary – per person investment starting at $15,595  

Perfect  

Nights  

in JQatar


